
SET C71: CONCEALED SYSTEM SYSTEM 40 MECH WITH
WALL HUNG BOWL WITH TOILET SEAT AND FLUSHING
BUTTON
COLLECTION MITO

PRODUCT CODE: S701-849

Product description

The composition of the set: - SYSTEM 40 MECH concealed WC frame with a guarantee of long-term and trouble-free use -
chrome gloss mechanical flush button - wall-hung bowl with rim - toilet seat polypropylene, soft close SYSTEM 40 MECH
concealed WC frame for dry installation has been equipped with a number of functional solutions that make installation easier and
faster: brakes in the frame feet, rotatable painted feet, outlet knee with four-stage depth adjustment, '1 meter' marking to help
determine the height of the wall-hung bowl, and a color code facilitating the installation process. Ease of installation is
complemented by the ability to adjust the tank's internal components without the use of special tools. The tank of the WC frame
was made with modern blow molding technology, a one-piece construction of durable plastic ensures tightness and safety for
years of use. Adjustment of the amount of flushed water and the possibility to change the dynamics of the water flow on the
mechanical flushing valve, quiet filling valve, styrofoam insulation around the tank, or FRESH SYSTEM, a special dispenser for
freshener cubes, which guarantees hygiene for a longer time—all these contribute to the highest usable quality of the SYSTEM
concealed frame.

Technical data

Colour blue
Depth 41,5 cm
Easy-off no
Flushing 3-6L
Frame type FOR WC
Gross weight 35,5 kg
Height 117 cm
Material steel, plastic
Mounting kit yes
Net weight 30 kg
System with refresh function Yes
Tank warranty 10



The frame fits into
Cersanit brand wall-hung bowls (except for series adapted for people with reduced
mobility), mechanical flush-buttons ENTER II / MOVI II / PRESTO II / PILOT II / LUNA /
BLOCK

Type of building dry
Type of collar bowl with rim
Type of hinges soft-close
Type of set wall hung bowl with seat, concealed WC frame + flush button
Valve warranty 5
Warranty on rubber elements 5
Warranty on the frame 10
Water inlet from the top on left, from the top on right
Width 43,5 cm


